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The Lee brothers bring the art of Southern cooking to the page

By T. Susan Chang, Globe Correspondent  |  November 8, 2006

The Lee Bros. Southern Cookbook, By Matt and Ted Lee, Norton, 600 pp., $35

In 1994, the 20-something Lee brothers, Matt and Ted, grew homesick for their South Carolina Lowcountry roots.
They self-medicated by making and selling boiled peanuts from their tiny New York apartment and soon developed a
small but thriving mail-order business. Food editors took notice, and before long the pair had parlayed their stagnating
liberal-arts degrees into a successful food-writing career, featuring a disarming prose voice they drafted as one.

Today they produce The Lee Bros. Boiled Peanuts Catalogue, and they write for The New York Times, Travel +
Leisure, Martha Stewart Living, and Food & Wine. They write geographically wide-ranging pieces. It seemed a
foregone conclusion the brothers would eventually produce a book; I imagined it would feature kimchi, kal bi, and
several elucidating glossaries on the Asian pantry. But their book turned out to feature a very different sort of comfort
food -- grits and green tomatoes, biscuits and butterbeans -- and as one of those hopeless food wannabes who are
always looking to adopt an Italian grandmother or accidentally inherit a prized latke recipe, I plunged right in.

As skillfully as the Lees make their case for boiled peanuts, spiced pecans sounded better. Their spice mix proved
addictive, with a muted, fiery sweetness that seemed designed to complement pale ale, and they made a rewarding
little nosh for the cook in a busy kitchen. A more involved recipe, 83 East Bay Street shrimp and grits (named for the
brothers' childhood home), thickened with flour, the shrimp shells saved for stock, was a multi stage offensive in
which layers of flavor advanced, one by one, to a stunning conclusion. The intense, briny flavor of the tomato gravy
merged luxuriously with the creamy grits; the shrimp tasted shrimpier than many others we have had.

The brothers' cornmeal and flour dredge made a smooth, crisp finish on Tuesday fried chicken. Though the texture
was fine and the chicken hot and moist, the flavor was unmemorable and not really worth the considerable effort
associated with weeknight deep-frying. (Their recipe for Sunday fried chicken prescribes a brined bird, which would
likely improve matters greatly. ) Fresh coleslaw, on the other hand, using hand-cut green cabbage, sweetened with
pickle relish and soured with lemon, made for a cool accompaniment.

Tuesday collards were shredded, baconed , and sauteed, and proved to be a convenient way of dealing with collards if
you lack a ham hock and several free hours. Even wilted, the collards retained a bit of their chew; their lingering hint
of bitterness was offset with sugar, and they were good company for pork loin chops with pear and Vidalia pan gravy.
The chops, merely browned in seasoned flour, seemed austere, but their oniony gravy, with a bit of diced pear,
generously made up for it.

Sometimes, the Lees adopt a more cheflike approach, marrying classic Southern ingredients to distinctly un-
Southern techniques. A roasted garlic and rosemary grits souffle rose high, golden, and airy (even though after half an
hour of fiddling, I threw away their parchment collars in frustration). Strangely, the recipe yielded twice as much as
expected, but they were tasty enough that that wasn't a problem. Sweet potato buttermilk pie, leavened with egg
whites, turned out light, lemony, and tart, a chic cousin of the sweet-potato sugar bomb you usually get at
Thanksgiving.

The brothers avoid cutting corners, and they're not shy about making use of a kitchen's full resources. Shrimp and
grits left a pile of pots in my sink so daunting I simply fled, hoping maybe someone else would do them (no one did).
But I can't bring myself to say it wasn't worth it, and at least there are time estimates at the start of every recipe.

The book is hefty enough to inspire the trust you accord a reference book. It doesn't have every last gutbusting
Southern classic -- no chitterlings, no Frito pie, and the only ribs are beef short ribs, which don't really count -- but if
what you're after is a competent, accessible, and heartfelt pan-Southern cookbook, seasoned with verve and
affection, you can bet your jambalaya that this one's a keeper.
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